INFORMATION GIVEN BY "PAUL" TO "V LENTINS".

From: STOCKHOLM
To: MOSCOW
No.: 4052

25 December 1944

To the 8th Department.

"At the meeting on 22 December 1944 "PAUL [POL']" (see our No. 774 of 21 [B, October 1944][1]) told "V LENTINS" that last week he was present at a gathering consisting of Prince [PRINTS][a] EVGENIJ, Countess POSSE, Yngve LARSSON, President of the Swedish-Norwegian Society [and][b] a left-wing Social Democrat, and others[.] [c] LARSSON [4 27]

[96 groups unrecovered]

in December 1944 a delegation of workers'

[53 groups unrecoverable]

visit.

On 21 December 1944 "[a]

[46 groups unrecovered]

No. 426
25 December 1944

[PRINTS][b] LARSSON

[PRINTS][c] V LENTINS

and it is my belief, the position of LARSSON will come [PRINTS][b]

[PRINTS][c] T.N. and Comments overleaf"
T.N.: [a]† N.B.: Despite the Russian first name following, this is the word used for a non-Russian Prince. The Russian title is KNYaZ'.
[b] Inserted by the translator.

Comment: [1] The number quoted here is as given in the text, but would seem to be incorrect, as STOCKHOLM serial numbers did not go beyond about 430 in 1944. There is some reason to believe that the number should be in the range 390-400, not 416-40, the reason for not available.
[2] VALENTIN
[3] VVGRNIT
[5] Nique Larsson